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2021 Carpet Company x Nike SB Dunk High Casual Shoes CV1677-100
After the release of the release news, the official picture of the Carpet Company x Nike SB Dunk High joint name was exposed
online. This joint appearance is featured by white and blue stitching, and the unique pattern design on the blue part is refreshing.
The most unique thing is that the blue part uses a tearable design to tear the yellow inner layer, decorated with embroidery
details, eye-catching and bursting. In addition, the old design in the midsole brings a different retro trend atmosphere and vintage
atmosphere. New Jordan 2020,Take a closer look, the Carpet Company x Nike SB Dunk High sole is made of white leather, while
the blue decorated upper has a unique graphic. Elsewhere, the duo is adjacent to the aging yellowing of the midsole and tongue,
adding a lot of fun: the heel is embroidered with a deformed star shape, the insole is completely covered with a hat graphic, and
the eye-catching “CARPET” brand marks There are many patterns on the outsole and tabs. Finally, it comes with an old midsole,
a pattern on the insole and a Gum rubber outsole to complete the look. To celebrate the success of Dunk Low, Nike decided to
pay tribute to the famous 1999 Dunk High “City Attack” backpack with the new Nike Dunk Low Flip The Old School. The right shoe
is made of standard purple and white, and all the logos are placed in the correct position, while the left shoe is not only in the
color, but also wrapped in tissue paper on the tongue, heel, insole and Nike upper with a silhouette engraved on it An illustration
of the original “Be True to Your School” campaign, which is also printed on the insole.

